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Welcome to the 2024 edition of the 
Event Catalogue, which will provide 
you with information about various 
MP-focused events, as well as knowledge 
and training opportunities offered by the 
NATO Military Police Centre of Excellence.

The NATO MP COE is a unique 
NATO Military Body that is dedicated to 
addressing all aspects of Military Police 
(MP) work across the full spectrum of 
NATO operations. With armed forces and 
civilian organizations heavily involved 
worldwide, the need to prepare efficient 
and effective Military Police officers 

and non-commissioned officers for multinational cooperation is 
increasingly important. Therefore, the Centre not only offers a wide 
range of MP-related courses and events to meet these requirements 
but also develops high-quality products and provides additional 
opportunities to enhance the knowledge of the global MP Community 
of Interest (CoI).

The content of this Catalogue adheres to the principles of the NATO 
Global Programming Approach and primarily represents the Centre’s 
response to NATO requirements. Additionally, we have taken into 
account the needs expressed by the NATO and NATO Partners Military 
Police and Gendarmerie-type Forces (GTF) Community of Interest.
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Most of the offerings in this Catalogue were identified through an 
in-depth process of „Training Requirement Analysis” and subsequent 
„Training Needs Analysis” based on the „NATO System Approach to 
Training.” This process was carried out by the NATO MP COE as the 
Department Head for the NATO Military Policing Discipline. We have 
established a permanent and close cooperation with the Requirement 
Authority, Allied Command Operations (ACO) Provost Marshal, and we 
receive support from the MP CoI while being supervised by the Allied 
Command Transformation (ACT).

While the NATO MP COE primarily focuses on NATO MP and 
gendarmeries, our courses and events are also available for NATO 
Partners. We strive to develop interesting and useful products for 
our MP customers, continuously evaluating and improving them 
based on the suggestions of the MP CoI. The COE meets the highest 
NATO quality standards and has been granted Unconditional Quality 
Assurance Training Facility Accreditation by NATO. Consequently, 
almost all courses delivered by the NATO MP COE have been certified 
as „NATO-Approved”. This accreditation empowers the NATO MP COE 
to take responsibility for maintaining and developing best practices 
to deliver ongoing improvements. Our staff is dedicated to upholding 
these high-quality standards, focusing on quality rather than quantity.

The 2024 course offerings include our well-known courses such as 
NATO MP Senior Officer Course, NATO MP Junior Officer Course, and 
NATO MP Senior Non-Commissioned Officer Course. However, this 
year we are adding four more events: NATO MP Junior NCO Course, 



NATO MP Lessons Learned Tactical Forum, Command Senior Enlisted 
Leader Forum and Operational Detention Forum.

All the products provided by the NATO MP COE create 
additional opportunities for networking, learning, and training 
to enhance cooperation and knowledge within the MP Family. 
The NATO MP COE serves as a hub for the Military Police and 
is committed to providing specialized, high-quality services 
for the benefit of NATO, NATO Partners, and the entire MP CoI. 

Please note that our courses and events are regularly updated 
to adapt to the changing world. Our staff takes into consideration 
ongoing armed conflicts and draws conclusions from them to improve 
the capabilities of MP/GTF.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to invite you warmly to 
visit Bydgoszcz, a friendly city that welcomes all guests. Bydgoszcz is 
known as the NATO capital in Poland, but it can also be considered the 
capital of all MPs. It would be my great privilege and pleasure to meet 
you in person at the NATO MP COE.
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COL Mirosław ŁABĘCKI
NATO MP COE Director
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ABOUT THE NATO MP COE

Mission:
The  NATO MP COE enhances 
capabilities of  NATO MP, fosters 
interoperability and provides subject 
matter expertise on  MP activities 
in  accordance with the  Alliance’s 
Strategic Concept.

 
Vision:
As a  Military Police (MP) think tank and  the  motor for innovation, 
we build bridges between nations, organisations and  institutions for 
further evolution of MP standards and capabilities to support co-operation 
and interoperability of NATO and partners.

Scope of responsibilities:
The  NATO MP COE is  a  multinationally-funded institution that trains 
and educates leaders, as well as specialists from NATO member and partner 
countries. It also assists in doctrine development, identifies lessons learned, 
improves interoperability and  capabilities, as  well as  tests and  validates 
concepts through experimentation. Furthermore, the  Centre offers 
recognised expertise and  experience that are of  benefit to  the  Alliance, 
and it also supports transformation of NATO.
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Main areas of activities:

Framework Nation: Poland
Sponsoring Nations: Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Romania and Slovakia

11 December 2013
28 May 2014

2 December 2015
24 January 2017

2023

- Establishment of the NATO MP COE 
- Accreditation of the Centre
- Department Head Appointment
- Quality Assurance Accreditation
- Quality Assurance Re-accreditation
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Military Policing Department Head in NATO

On 2 December 2015, the  NATO MP COE was officially appointed 
as Department Head (DH) for Education and Training (E&T) matters within 
Military Policing (MPG) Discipline in NATO. “Discipline” is a NATO-approved 
sphere of  knowledge and  skills which supports existing and  evolving 
capabilities. The list of disciplines was developed by the NATO HQ Supreme 
Allied Commander Transformation (SACT) to direct education and training 
efforts towards achieving NATO operational requirements in the respective 
fields.
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This appointment placed the  NATO MP COE as  the  official body 
responsible for „all police or police-like activities under NATO command” 
within the E&T pillar of NATO. 

The  Centre, as  the  DH, supports the  HQ SACT’s responsibility 
for translating NATO E&T requirements into solutions for individual 
and collective training. In other words, the MPG DH coordinates existing 
training solutions and looks for gaps in that matter, thus supports creation 
of the new ones offered by itself or by other national/international training 
institutions/facilities to  NATO in  order to  meet NATO E&T requirements.  
At the same time, the NATO MP COE looks for collective training and exercise 
opportunities in order to ensure that MP personnel serving for NATO could 
exercise their skills and functions.

Moreover, among a  variety of  responsibilities, the  NATO MP 
COE is  accountable for conducting the  MPG Annual Discipline 
Conference (ADC), i.e. a  multinational forum of  representatives 
from different E&T facilities providing training for MP within NATO. 
The aim of the ADC is to sustain the NATO E&T, and to review the adequacy 
of programmes for individual and collective training used to fulfil the NATO 
MPG E&T requirements.
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NATO MP COE is the “NATO-Approved” hub for Military Police

Since its accreditation in 2014, the NATO MP COE has been making 
continuous progress towards becoming a trustworthy MP partner that 
provides valuable contributions to  NATO and  Partners, framework 
and  sponsoring nations, as  well as  to  the  whole Military Police 
Community of  Interest (CoI). The  Centre benefits the  Alliance in  its 
particular field by providing innovative and timely advice, subject matter 
expertise,  specialised training and education, as well as by delivering 
significant contributions to the doctrine development, standardization 
and  lessons learned processes. The  most crucial milestone on  that 
way was the  “Unconditional Quality Assurance Accreditation” for six 
years granted by  the  Allied Command Transformation (ACT) in  2017. 
Furthermore, ACT recognised the NATO MP COE as a state of  the art 
facility which allows provision of products and services of the highest 
quality in a  timely and efficient manner.  As a direct result of having 
been given the  NATO Quality Assurance Unconditional Accreditation, 
four residential MP courses and three Advanced Distributed Learning 
(ADL) courses provided by  the  NATO MP COE have received the 
“NATO-Approved” certification. The  Centre’s Quality Management 
System increases interoperability and  enables flexibility to  focus 
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on  NATO directives, as  well as  on  its transformation process, 
and it also ensures delivery of high quality for Education and Training 
of the Alliance.

Thanks to an ongoing application and improvement of practices, 
policies and  procedures, the  NATO MP COE will guarantee 
the  guiding principle quality over quantity! But it  never forgets 
that the  mission of  providing quality can only be accomplished 
via teamwork by  doing its best, and  also by  improving everything 
on  a  daily basis. The  NATO MP COE has once more proved to  be 
the  hub for all MP-related matters across all five MP functions. 
The  QA accreditation, obtained with the  highest possible result, 
demonstrates a  tremendous success for the  CoI and  also gives 
strong evidence of the Centre’s abilities and capabilities to serve its 
mission as a focused and customer-oriented allied institution.



All event participants (students, 
briefers or  guest speakers) must be 
officially registered. For this purpose, 
the  NATO MP COE developed and   
implemented its own system called 
a  Smart Event Application (SEA) 
which is  maintained by  the  Centre. 
The  SEA meets  standing security 
requirements, thus provided data 
is safe and is used only for the purposes 
of the event organisational process.

JOINING THE EVENT OF YOUR 
INTEREST VIA SEA
A link to this application can be found 
on the NATO MP COE’s website or it can 
be accessed directly from the  web 
at https://sea.mpcoe.org. It is a very 
intuitive tool and  it  takes only a  few 
minutes to  upload the  required 
information. Based on  the  former 
participants’ reviews, we adapted the  
system to   the   needs of  the  COE’s 
customers. 

REGISTRATION TO THE SEA SYSTEM

13
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THE REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS ALwAYS 2 wEEkS BEFORE THE EVENT.
 
If a  registered participant cannot attend a  selected event, they have to  go 
to the SEA again and update their info in the Joining Report by clicking Resign 
and giving the reason of their resignation.
In case of  cancellation or  non-utilisation of  the  allocated seat after 
the  registration deadline, the  NATO MP COE may charge an  additional cost 
to a participant in relation to their participation in the event.
If you are not sure whether you have registered, or you have some queries, do 
not hesitate to ask for support, the COE is at your disposal.

The registration steps are as follows:
If you register for the first time, create an account at the SEA and after completing 
the form do not forget to click Register. Login and initial password will be provided 
to your email. Notice that only official emails will be accepted. Also, prepare 
your institution’s official email address. Choose an  event of  your interest from 
the UPCOMING EVENTS menu, then click Join. Fill in a Joining Report and when 
it is completed and you meet all prerequisites, click Submit to send it to the Centre. 
If you are not ready, you can Save your report and submit it later on at all times. Be 
aware that the Joining Report is not visible to event custodians at a saved stage. 
Be precise when providing the details. A participant is considered registered 
for the event upon receiving a registration email with an Acceptance Message.
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Aim: 
This course contributes to preparing MP senior officers to perform their tasks in 
a complex multinational environment in relation to the 5 MP functions. The MP 
Senior Officer Course takes place in an exclusive setting that allows the 
development for a common understanding of the MP functions from various 
national capabilities and different cultures. It encourages creative thinking for 
the enhancement of effective MP operations and interoperability in all NATO 
Operations Themes.

Training audience:
• Experienced Military Police/Gendarmerie-type forces Senior Officers, ranks 

from OF-3 to OF-5, coming from NATO and NATO partner countries;
• Admittance to the course is prioritized for military personnel that are in: 

»  NATO Command Structure/NATO Force Structure (NCS/NFS) positions 
(appointed or to be appointed in the next 6 months); 
»  multinational positions related to NATO;

NATO Military Police Senior Officer Course 2024
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-32024 
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.43



• It is expected that prospective students have relevant MP experience in their 
national structures and are accustomed to working with their national military 
doctrines;

• No specific deployment experience required;  
• The course is designed for MP/Gendarmerie-type forces Senior Officers 

(OF-3 to OF-5). Exceptions to this will be considered based on seat 
availability and the following factors will be taken into account: 
» Depending on the level of experience and exposures to NATO level 
operations, OF-2 and/or OF-6 may attend this course if an approved rank 
waiver is obtained. Please submit the request for a waiver, with justification, 
to the course OPR. The waiver request will be analysed and assessed; 

    »  Non-MP/Gendarmerie Senior Officers within NCS/NFS/national HQs 
(e.g. COS, staff officers). Admittance only after approved request for waiver 
by the course OPR; 
»  Senior civilian police officers in the NATO deployment readiness cycle. 
Admittance only after approved request for waiver by the course OPR.
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Learning objectives:
• Conduct planning in a NATO/multinational environment;
• Advise command and staff on MP functional area;
• Conduct coordination, synchronisation and liaison;
• Conduct command and control in a NATO/multinational environment.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
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Course timing and capacity:
• 24 - 28 June 2024;
• Max. 16 students.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified 
(releasable to NATO Partners).

Course fee:
PLN 650 (approx. EUR 145)

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 019
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim: 
This course is designed to impart knowledge to MP senior non-commissioned officers, 
enabling them to work effectively in a multinational environment, considering both national 
and multinational MP perspectives.

Training audience:
• Military police/gendarmerie-type forces SrNCOs from NATO and NATO partner 

countries, OR-6 to OR-8;
• However, because of the various levels of experience and exposures to NATO operations, 

OR-9 will be accepted too.

Learning objectives:
• Explain countries’ individual MP capabilities within a NATO/multinational environment;
• Solve administrative and personnel issues within a NATO/multinational structure;
• Execute commander’s intent in a NATO/multinational environment;
• Provide recommendations on MP employment to commanders in a NATO/

multinational environment.

Course timing and capacity:
• 14 - 18 October 2024;
• min. 15 - max. 34 students.

NATO Military Police Senior Non-Commissioned Officer Course 2024
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-21783 
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.45
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Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified 
(releasable to NATO Partners).

Course fee: 
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 081  
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
The NATO MPJOC is to provide initial knowledge focusing on NATO MP/gendarmerie 
international cooperation in order to develop a common understanding of the differences 
in capabilities and national cultures, therefore enhancing MP interoperability in NATO-led 
operations.

Training audience:
• Military police/gendarmerie junior officers (OF-1 and OF-2) from NATO and partner 
countries.
• Exceptions will be accepted based on seat availability:
» OR-8/9 and OF-3/4 (or civilian equivalent) assigned to MP or MP-related positions at  
NATO HQ or comparable positions in NATO member and partner countries;
» Non-MP/gendarmerie junior officers within NATO Command Structure/NATO Force   
Structure, and national HQs but will require substantiations;
» Junior civilian police officers in the deployment readiness cycle being deployed within 
NATO.

NATO Military Police Junior Officer Course 2024
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-21567 
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.44
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Learning objectives: 
• Advise Command on NATO MP Doctrine;
• Mission planning in a NATO operation.

Course timing and capacity:
• 23 - 27 September 2024;
• max. 24 students.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified 
(releasable to NATO Partners).

Course fee:
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 088
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
This newly developed course contributes to preparing MP junior non-commissioned officers 
to work in a multinational MP environment. The emphasis is on practical exercises through 
which execution of MP functions is explained.  

Training audience:
• Military police/gendarmerie-type forces junior non-commissioned officers from NATO and  
   NATO partner countries, OR-1 to OR-5;

Learning objectives: 
• Comprehend military/police ethics within a NATO/multinational environment;
• Explore English varieties and cultural diversities;
• Equip students with basic orientation in NATO MP operations.

Course timing and capacity:
• 18 - 22 November 2024;
• min. 15 – max. 34 students

NATO Military Police Junior Non-Commissioned Officer Course 2024 
PILOT COURSE
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Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified 
(releasable to NATO Partners).

Course fee:
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
Phone: +48 261 410 081
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int

24



Aim:
This newly developed course is to prepare NATO MP Officers to collect and triage media that is 
gathered through proper collection of evidence from crime scenes focusing on battlefield digital 
forensics. The examination of the media will provide information that can be used to support the 
continued criminal investigations. Furthermore, the data collected from these artefacts will be 
transformed into information that can be ingested into the analytical phase of the intelligence 
cycle. The curriculum of the training is planned to be composed of both theoretical (lectures) 
and practical (syndicates) content. The combination of academic knowledge and real life lessons 
constitutes a solid educational offer for present and future first responders, analysts and other 
MPs who will be assigned to investigation cells. 

Training audience:
• Individuals recently assigned or planned to be assigned to NATO or Partners MP Investigation 
Units;
• Experienced investigators without prior cybercrime practice;
• First responders with basic crime scene preservation knowledge. 

Learning objectives:
• Apply the theory, concepts, principles, and procedures of the preparation phase of cyber 
investigations;

NATO Military Police Digital Evidence Collection & Handling 
in support of Investigations Course 2024 
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-36856
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.42

25
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• Conduct physical scene search;
• Initial handling, handover and presentation of collected 
data.

Course timing and capacity:
• 20 - 24 May 2024;
• max. 12 students.  

Security:
The classification for this event is  NATO Unclassified 
(releasable to NATO Partners).

Course fee:
PLN 1300 (approx. EUR 300).

Contact:
phones: +28 261 410 016, +48 261 410 083
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Training audience:
• NATO Military Police - gendarmerie-type forces military and civilian staff;
• Military police staff from nations developing their MP capacity.

ADL 186 Introduction to the NATO MP Doctrine
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-24415
e-Learning course available at: jadl.act.nato.int – updated in 2019, based on AJP-3.21

Aim:
This course is to familiarize the NATO military police community, as well as other NATO civilian 
and  military personnel, with the  NATO military police role, functions, activities and  tasks from 
the NATO doctrine and other related publications’ perspective.

Learning objectives:
• Explain the purpose of the NATO doctrine;
• Recognise the  NATO Military Police-

related publications;
• Identify the NATO MP role, 

functions and capabilities, powers 
and authorities;

• Identify the NATO MP role within 
the operational planning process;

• Describe the NATO MP combat support 
role in NATO operations;

• Define the role and responsibilities of the Provost Marshal. 
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Security:
• The classification for this course is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners);
• Registration at: www.jadl.act.nato.int is required.

Contact:
phones: +48 261 410 016, +48 261 410 083
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
E&T ADL Branch email: MPCOE.ADL@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
This course is to provide students with an introductory level of knowledge about the NATO MP Lessons 
Learned Process in  order to  contribute to  improvement of  the  existing MP capabilities, as  well 
as to train how to best integrate them in support of multinational operations within the wider context 
of NATO and the international community.

Training audience:
• MP LL practitioners, LL OPRs, LL POCs who have 

not applied the NATO LL Process yet;
• MP commanders and MP chiefs responsible for 

the LL capabilities within their units;
• Military and civilian MP employees;
• Civilian police officers and CIMIC employees 

deployed within MP advisory teams.

Learning objectives:
•  Understand NATO LL process;
•  Outline NATO LL organisational structure;
•  Familiarise with NATO LL tools;
•  Follow the Observation Discussion Conclusion

Recommendation (ODCR) format while drafting observations;

ADL 187 Introduction to the NATO Lessons Learned Process for the Military 
Police Staff
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-26729 
e-Learning course available at: jadl.act.nato.int 
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Security:
• The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified;
• Registration at a NATO e-Learning platform – JADL is required (jadl.act.nato.int). 

Contact:
phones: +48 261 410 016, +48 261 410 083
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
E&T ADL Section email: MPCOE.ADL@mp.coe.nato.int

You can also use the following link to the course:
https://jadl.act.nato.int/ILIAS/ilias.php?ref_id=4292&cmdClass=ilcourseregistrationgui&cmdNod
e=gd:176:t2&baseClass=ilRepositoryGUI

Use QR Code to visit the course page

NOTE:
Before using QR code you need to log in
to JADL with your login and password

•  Acquaint with basic analysis techniques;
•  Recognise how to validate lesson identified.
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Aim:
This course is  to  improve knowledge of  the  NATO MP personnel involved in  the  planning and  conduct 
of Mobility Support Operations (MSO) in order to understand the contribution of MP as one of the crucial 
force multipliers for the NATO Movement and Transportation planning and execution process.

Training audience:
• NATO Command Structure/NATO Force Structure personnel;
• NATO MP staff personnel involved in the planning or execution of MSO;
• NATO MP unit commanders and  their 

subordinates involved in  the  planning 
and/or execution of MSO.

Learning objectives:
• Employ the NATO military police doctrine 

in  a  given situation at  the  operational 
and  tactical level of  Mobility Support 
Operations during the  planning and/
or execution process;

• Understand the role and responsibilities 
of  the  Provost Marshal Office (PMO) 
staff in  the Mobility Support Operations 
functional area for the  tactical/
operational level HQs;

ADL 188 Introduction to the NATO Military Police Mobility Support Operations
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-26703
e-Learning course available at: jadl.act.nato.int
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• Define the main concepts within the NATO Movement and Transportation related joint and tactical 
publications;

• Describe the  roles and  responsibilities of  the  main command and  coordination elements within 
the NATO Movement and Transportation planning and execution process;

• Describe the  NATO Movement and  Transportation planning, execution, control, sustainment 
and supporting systems.

Security:
• The classification for this course is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners);
• Registration at www.jadl.act.nato.int is required.

Contact:
phones: +48 261 410 016, +48 261 410 083
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
E&T ADL Section email: MPCOE.ADL@mp.coe.nato.int

ADL 188 Introduction to the NATO Military Police Mobility Support Operations
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC Code: MPG-MP-26703
e-Learning course available at: jadl.act.nato.int
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Aim:
The aim of this course is to educate MP personnel involved in treatment and handling of captured persons 
in order to understand general organization and principles of Detention Operations which has direct relation 
with Detention Military Police function as described in Allied Joint Doctrine for Military Police (AJP-3.21) and 
NATO Military Police Guidance and Procedures (ATP-3.7.2).

Training audience:
• NATO Command Structure/NATO Force Structure personnel;
• NATO MP Force staff personnel involved in the planning or execution of Detention Operations;
• NATO MP unit commanders and their subordinates involved in the planning and/or execution of 

Detention Operations.  

Learning objectives:
• Foster guidance for planning and cooperation where Troop Contributing Nations are required to treat and 

handle captured persons (CPERS) in NATO operations;
• Explain key actors, roles and responsibilities in NATO Detention Operations and CPERS Handling Process.

ADL 194 Treatment and Handling of Captured Persons (THCP)
e-Learning course available at: jadl.act.nato.int 
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Security:
There is no requirement for a minimum security clearance as this course is designated NATO Unclassified  
and releasable to Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dialogue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative 
(ICI), Partners across the Globe (PatG). 

Contact:
phones: +48 261 410 016, +48 261 410 083
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
E&T ADL Section email: MPCOE.ADL@mp.coe.nato.int



Aim:
The aim of the Annual MP Lessons Learned Conference 2024 (AMPLLC-24) is to share, among the military 
police community of interest, lessons identified, lessons learned and best practices from recent military police 
contributions to and engagements in the operational/tactical level exercises, operations and conflicts in the 
aspect of MP interoperability within armed forces.

Open for:
Military Police CoI, Stability Policing CoI, NATO/national agencies and actors connected with the Law and 
Enforcement environment.

Objectives:
• Promulgation of continued interoperability within the MP CoI;
• Introduction of LL from MP or MP-related engagements and 

exercise-based employments, operations and conflicts;
• Formulation of recommendations for MP procedures in their 

future engagements and for capabilities development based 
on the feedback deriving from breakout sessions. 

Annual Military Police Lessons Learned Conference 2024
Military Police COI Observations and Lessons from Exercises, Operations and Conflicts 
MP/GTF - their role and interoperability within armed forces at the operational/tactical 
level exercises and in operations and conflicts
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.46

35
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Event timing and location:
• 2 - 6 December 2024;
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO 
Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Event fee:
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 047 
LL Branch email: LL@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
The NATO Military Policing Annual Discipline Conference 2024 (MPGADC-24) is to annually review and update the 
NATO education and individual training (E&IT) requirements in the Military Policing (MPG) discipline, and to validate 
or revise education and training (E&T) solutions.

Open for:
• Institutions providing education, training, exercises and evaluation for NATO Military Police (MP) or gendarmerie-

type forces;
• Representatives of  (inter)national institutions which offer military police-related and police-related courses 

and exercises;
• Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from MP and gendarmerie community of interest (CoI) and representatives from 

national MP training providers;
• MPG discipline Requirement Authority (RA) and Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Transformation 

(HQ SACT) representatives;
• Representatives of national and (inter)national organisations interested in contribution to  training solutions 

for the NATO MP CoI;
• Representatives of other NATO disciplines who see the need to cooperate with MP;
• The NATO MP COE is looking for a wide spectrum of event participants. The NATO MP COE looks for a wide 

spectrum of event participants.
The NATO MP COE is looking for a wide spectrum of event participants.

Objectives:
• To  brief  and  update  participants  on  current and important developments as  well  as  on ongoing topics 

related to MPG discipline E&IT, and to discuss developments in Collective Training and Exercises;

NATO Military Policing Annual Discipline Conference 2024
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• To strengthen functional relations among MPG discipline training institutions, HQ SACT JFD, RA and 
Department Head  (DH), as well as to discuss options to synchronise efforts and share resources;

• To provide a  forum in  order to  coordinate the  MPG instructors/SMEs’ support to  MP education, training, 
exercises and evaluation;

• To coordinate and support processes of Quality Assurance (QA) and Accreditation in E&T institutions providing 
training for the NATO MPG discipline.

Event timing and location:
• 14 - 15 May 2024; 
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO 
Partners).

Event fee:
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 074
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
This event is to enhance and strengthen co-operation amongst Provost Marshals in order to exchange information, 
provide expertise, capture lessons learned and best practices, as well as to develop common strategies to support 
training, exercises and operations.

Open for:
• Provost Marshals of NATO Command and NATO Force Structures;
• Provost Marshals of partner states.

Objectives:
• Maintain the event as a working platform facilitating Provost 

Marshals’ cooperation;
• Gather information about the latest developments in NATO;
• Convey decisions taken during the  Military Police Panel 

and Military Police Chiefs Conference;
• Notify about the  current situation regarding the  role of  MP 

in exercises and operations;
• Sharing experience of eFP BG concerning MP-related activities 

which will contribute to the development of Military Police best 
practices, lessons identified and lessons learned from various 
engagements;

• Inform on the progress regarding newly established NATO units. 

Provost Marshal Forum 2024-10
ePRIME ref. No.: ACT.672.40
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Event timing and location:
• 18 - 22 March 2024;
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Event fee:
PLN 550 (approx. EUR 120).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 075 
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim: 
This forum is to share experience in the scope of close protection within a multinational environment to strengthen 
understanding of  complex close protection considerations in  NATO operations, including the  necessity of  cross 
functional and inter-institutional cooperation, as well as collaboration to foster security as a whole.

Open for:
• Military police and gendarmerie Community of Interest directly related to close protection (CP);
• SMEs and specialised branches responsible for CP;
• Education and Training institutions responsible for CP;
• Other persons responsible for CP can be accepted if they possess proper substantiations in advance (to have them 

before);
• No limitation on ranks but personnel currently working on/or with experience of tactical and/or operational level 

of operation are preferred.

Objectives: 
• To provide a hub for the CP Community of Interest (CoI);
• Update of  the  current situation and  challenges of  the  CP 

CoI;
• Introduction of, and  discussion about the  way ahead 

of the MP CP handbook;
• To combine theoretical and practical aspects of CP;
• Separate sessions in small syndicates for discussions about 

the  current and  new threats for close protection teams 
and the security classification of the forum for the future;

NATO Military Police Close Protection Forum 2024
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• Introduction to the national view of CP by the host nation 
based on presentations and demonstrations in order 
to get a common picture in NATO.

Event timing and location:
• 25 - 29 March 2024;
• Soesterberg, Utrecht province, Netherlands.

Security:
The classification for this event is  NATO Unclassified, 
releasable to 7NNN (Non-NATO-Nations Australia, Austria, 
Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, Sweden, and Switzerland).

Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation 
Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 571 271 528 
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
Event OPR email: davor.lulic@mp.coe.nato.int

NATO Military Police Close Protection Forum 2024



Aim:
This event will work on specific topics, methods of operation concerning close protection 
matters to provide generic information and solutions concerning operational Tactics, 
Techniques, Procedures (TTPs) and training that are not necessarily aligned to the specific 
nation, organization or unit. Main goal is to benefits the interest Close Protection Community 
of Interest (CP CoI) and further advanced application of TTPs and knowledge to Close 
Protection publications.

Open for:
• Military police and gendarmerie Community of Interest directly related to close protection (CP);
• Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and specialised branches responsible for CP;
• Education and Training institutions responsible for CP;
• Other persons responsible for CP can be accepted if they possess proper substantiations in advance (to have them before);
• No limitation on ranks but personnel currently working on/or with experience of tactical and/or operational level of 

operation are preferred.

Objectives:
• work on joint close protection terminology (international application);
• work on Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) in close protection in the governmental environment including weapons 

and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to achieve better interoperability;
• Assessment  and  addressing current and new threats. Guidelines, recommendations and considerations how to cope 

with them, implementation in the NATO Military Police Close Protection Handbook;
• Address all topics, needs and request of the CP CoI.

NATO Military Police Close Protection Workshop
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Event timing and location: 
• 9 - 13 September 2024 (TBC);
• Location TBC.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified, releasable to 7NNN (Non-NATO-Nations Australia, Austria, 
Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, Sweden, and Switzerland).

Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 571 271 528
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
Event OPR email: davor.lulic@mp.coe.nato.int 
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NATO Military Police Close Protection Workshop
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Aim: 
The event is to strengthen cooperation within Civilian and Military Authorities responsible for 
conduct of k9 Units training, usage, deployment particularly in multinational environment of joint 
military operations.

Open for:
• Military police and gendarmerie Community of Interest directly related to k9 Units;
• SMEs and specialise branches responsible for k9;
• Education and Training institutions responsible for & Handlers;
• Other persons responsible for k9 can be accepted if they possess proper substantiations 

in advance (to have them before);
• No limitation on ranks but personnel currently working on/or with experience of tactical 

and/or operational level of operation are preferred.

Objectives: 
• Generate k9 & Handler Capability and Training Matrix;
• Sharing experience and best practice from operations;
• Discussing ways of cooperation in multinational environment on tactical level;
• Publications;
• Networking.

Event timing and location:
• June 2024 (TBC); 
• Zagreb, Croatia (TBC).

NATO Military Police Working Dogs Forum 
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Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 571 271 528
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int
Event OPR email: davor.lulic@mp.coe.nato.int 



Aim:
The forum is to strengthen cooperation within MP Police Authorities responsible for conduct of pre-trial proceedings particularly 
in multinational environment of joint military operations.

Open for:
• MP/GTF Community of Interest directly related to the Police Authority (conduct of pre-trial proceedings);
• SMEs and specialized branches directly related to the Police Authority (conduct of pre-trial proceedings);
• Other persons can be accepted if they submit proper substantiations in advance;
• Primarily opened for officers OF-1 – OF-4, exemptions possible.

Objectives:
• Police Authority Capability and Jurisdiction Matrix;
• Sharing experience and best practice from operations;
• Discussing ways of cooperation in multinational environment on tactical level;
• Networking.

Event timing and location: 
• 5 - 9 February 2024;
• Location TBC.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Military Police Crime Investigation Forum 2024
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Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 022
S&T Branch email: MPCOE.doctrine@mp.coe.nato.int M
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 2024
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Aim:
• To promulgate continued interoperability among NATO Forces, more particularly within the MP community, by capturing best  
   practices and lessons identified;
• Observations made during this Forum will lead to the production of a Lessons Identified Report with key recommendations that 
   may affect future MP employment in NATO-led Mobility Support Operations.

Open for:
• Military Police Community of Interest;  
• NATO/national agencies and actors connected with the Mobility Support.

Topics:
• The role of Mobility Support;
• MP-related observations, lessons identified within exercises/operations;
• Movements in multinational environment requirements;
• Nations’ Movement Restrictions, traffic regulations;
• Liaison requirements with host nation/interoperability;
• Diplomatic clearances/border crossing;
• Sharing lessons identified among MP Community of Interest.

Event timing and location: 
• 2 - 6 September 2024;
• min. 10 - max. 25 participants
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

NATO Military Police Lessons Learned Tactical Forum 2024
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Aim:
• To promulgate continued interoperability among NATO Forces, more particularly within the MP community, by capturing best  
   practices and lessons identified;
• Observations made during this Forum will lead to the production of a Lessons Identified Report with key recommendations that 
   may affect future MP employment in NATO-led Mobility Support Operations.

Open for:
• Military Police Community of Interest;  
• NATO/national agencies and actors connected with the Mobility Support.

Topics:
• The role of Mobility Support;
• MP-related observations, lessons identified within exercises/operations;
• Movements in multinational environment requirements;
• Nations’ Movement Restrictions, traffic regulations;
• Liaison requirements with host nation/interoperability;
• Diplomatic clearances/border crossing;
• Sharing lessons identified among MP Community of Interest.

Event timing and location: 
• 2 - 6 September 2024;
• min. 10 - max. 25 participants
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified. 

Event fee:
PLN 600 (approx. EUR 135).

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 046
LL Branch email: LL@mp.coe.nato.int
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Aim:
To discuss Observations, Lessons Identified, and Best Practices from the Russia-Ukraine war and the possible impact on the current and 
future Military Police environment.

Open for:
• MP/GTF Community of Interest;
• Military and civilian MP employees;
• Law Enforcement Officers;
• Other interested stakeholders. 

Objectives:
• Identification and analysis of Military Police capability gaps in accordance with the NATO Lines of capability development (DOTMLPF-I)1  
• Preparation of inputs for the Report from engagement of the Military Police Community of Interest in the war in Ukraine;
• Sharing experience and best practices from RUS-UkR war engagements;
• Discussion on the impact of a fast-changing environment on MP functions and capabilities.

Event timing and location: 
• TBC;
• NATO MP COE, Bydgoszcz, Poland.

Security:
The classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

      1DOTMLPF-I (Doctrine, Organisation, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facility, Interoperability)
51

Military Police Lessons Learned Workshop 2024
RUS-UkR war – LI/LL & implications for Military Police

RUSSIAN – UKRAINIAN WAR

OBSERVATIONS
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Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative 
Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 101
LL Branch email: LL@mp.coe.nato.int

  1DOTMLPF-I (Doctrine, Organisation, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facility, Interoperability)

Observations, Lessons Identified, Best Practices

Performance

Military Police Capabilities

Challenges and Opportunities

MP COI Improvement
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
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Aim:
To organise and conduct a Forum for Military Police Command Senior Enlisted Leaders  with the intent to coordinate future MP NCOs 
activities. Moreover, it is to enhance and strengthen cooperation amongs MP CSELs, exchange information, provide expertise, capture 
lessons learned and best practices, as well as to develop common strategies in order to support training, exercises and operations.

Open for:
• Command Senior Enlisted Leaders/ Senior NCOs from NATO Force Structures;
• Command Senior Enlisted Leaders/ Senior NCOs of partner states.

Objectives: 
• Maintain the event as a working platform facilitating CSEL/Senior NCOs cooperation;
• Gather information about the latest developments in NATO;
• Coordinate future MP NCOs activities;
• Share experience concerning MP-related activities which contribute to the development of Military Police best practices, lessons 

identified and lessons learned from various engagements.

Event timing and location:
• 9 - 12 April 2024;
• Location TBC.
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Security:
The security classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 081
E&T Branch email: MPCOE.ET@mp.coe.nato.int

    



Operational Detention Forum 2024

Aim:
The forum is to engage the community of interest in Captured Persons (CPERS) issues, coordinate future activities and to 
collect best practices and observations concerning CPERS and POW from recent operations and use this knowledge in future 
actions. The forum is organized in cooperation with the 1st Military Police Brigade (British Army).

Open for:
• Military Police and Gendarmerie Community of Interest directly related to detention operations;
• SME’s having practical experience in the field of CPERS, POw and detention operations.

Objectives: 
• To provide a hub for the CPERS Community of Interest;
• To present legal framework concerning the operational detention;
• To share experience of detention from recent operations;
• To update and collect of knowledge regarding CPERS, POw and the detention operations;
• To share the best practices and recommendations for the future MP activities;
• To consider the new publication in the area of CPERS.

Event timing and location: 
• June - July 2024 (TBC).
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Security:
The security classification for this event is NATO Unclassified (releasable to NATO Partners).

Event fee:
Detailed info on the event fee will be provided in the Invitation Letter and Administrative Instructions.

Contact:
phone: +48 261 410 053
S&T Branch email: MPCOE.doctrine@mp.coe.nato.int
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   The NATO MP COE Lessons Learned Report Booklets

- Edition 5, September 2020
The publication includes LL-focused outcomes coming from the Annual MP LL Conference 2019, where the participants deliberated  
primarily about the MP involvement in handling of CPers/IDP/Refugees/Internees/POW within detention operations. MP LL Collection  
regarding COVID-19 pandemic has been included in the booklet, as well. Moreover, this edition have been enriched with overarching topics 
related to current and future NATO MP COE activities, such as MP engagement in Cyber Crime Investigation, as well as the Military Police in 
2040 workshop, which was held in January 2021.

- Edition 6, September 2021
On a yearly basis the NATO MP COE LLB released a subsequent  
edition of the Lesson Learned Booklet. The 6th edition of the  
publication among others includes:
• Newsletter from Annual LL Conference 2020;
• Newsletter on Hybrid warfare from a webinar;
• MP in 2040 newsletter;
• 11 webinars Initiative – an article summarizing the project;
• Article on MP COE MTT experience. 

- Edition 7, September 2022
The 7th edition of the publication among others includes as follows:
• Newsletter from Annual Military Police Lessons Learned  

Conference 2021 (AMPLLC-21);
• Information Book Military Police Close Protection workshop/  

Forum History and Update;
• Newsletter from Crime Investigation Forum 2022;
• Information about Multinational Military Police Battalion 

(MNMPBAT).



Military Police Close Protection Handbook
The Military Police Close Protection Handbook is a product of the 
grim reality of a conflict and a regrettable but valuable lesson; 
it epitomises the values and ethos of the family it has been 
written to support. The fatal Green on Blue incident in Afghanistan at 
a multinational key Leader Engagement in 2014 led to a number of  
high-level reviews and a request from Germany for the Military Police Panel 
to establish a dedicated CP Workshop.
This handbook is a first-of-its-kind document and a special 
gratitude is due to the Uk for leading the creation, to all of the contributing  
nations that provided their experience and expertise via participation in  
workshops and the subsequent development and release of this 
initial version. 
It is directed toward CP operational planners and Operatives of all NATO 
member states, but primarily as a guide to accompany Team Leaders  
during their CP operations. It is not dogmatic and instead intends 
to provide guidance and support to enable the freedom of thought required 
from CP Operatives to ensure continued success on CP operations. It should  
clarify common principles and encourage collaboration between NATO 
allies, by establishing common guidance and laying the foundations for 
increased cooperation and interoperability between commanders and  
teams in operational theatres around the world. 
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    MP Standardized Reports Handbook
The aim  of  this  handbook  is  to  provide  standardized  reporting formats for 
the use of military forces in NATO joint combined operations. The reporting 
forms are not designed to replace national reporting systems, but rather to 
enhance the NATO force commander’s and/or provost marshal’s situational 
awareness.

NATO & PfP Military Police/Gendarmerie Type Forces Handbook
This  handbook represents the multinational effort on the way to  
achieving better  understanding  of  capabilities  of  other  nations.  
It provides a unique chance to compare structures, tasks, equipment, as 
well as other relevant data reflecting differences, and what is even more 
significant similarities.
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